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Ideally, writing teachers are practicing writers. By sharing planning the curriculum as well as the classroom activities and
routines, practices established to.

This collaborative writing is especially valuable as it involves other skills speaking in particular. Evaluating,
Structuring and Editing Ordering Students take the notes written in one of the pre-writing activities above and
organise them. Later this text is revised. They also critique my work, which in turn helps them not repeat
similar mistakes. Writing as quickly as possible, if they cannot think of a word they leave a space or write it in
their own language. Give students time to read the text and see how the story answers every Cubing question.
Students may also react negatively to reworking the same material, but as long as the activities are varied and
the objectives clear, then they will usually accept doing so. Writers are the Best Writing Teachers To teach
effective writing, we must be effective writers ourselves. Step 2 Rules Explain that there are a couple of rules.
Right or wrong? As a result, they improved their writing by taking the time and care to consider and respond
to reader insight. Yes or no? With the projector on, I then write out the paragraph, sharing my thought process
along the way. Self-editing A good writer must learn how to evaluate their own language - to improve through
checking their own text, looking for errors, structure. As far as instruction goes, this maximizes utility while
freeing me to meet one-to-one with the neediest students. Changing viewpoints A good writing activity to
follow a role-play or storytelling activity. In this exercise, we use a cube to ask six kinds of questions about
something. You could also ask the students to reduce the texts, to edit them, concentrating on the most
important information. The Writing Workshop Create workshop environments, with multiple stations focusing
on different aspects of writing. It requires that more classroom time is spent on writing, but as the previously
outlined activities show, there is more than just writing happening during a session dedicated to process
writing. Self-editing A good writer must learn how to evaluate their own language - to improve through
checking their own text, looking for errors, structure. Focusing ideas Fast writing The students write quickly
on a topic for five to ten minutes without worrying about correct language or punctuation. It also helps if the
reader is more than just the teacher. The answers generate lots of information. Who uses it? What does the
object look like? The importance of feedback It takes a lot of time and effort to write, and so it is only fair that
student writing is responded to suitably. The answers to these questions will form the basis to the composition.
Questioning In groups, the idea is to generate lots of questions about the topic. Give students minutes to write
a short, coherent passage that answers all of the Cubing questions. Group compositions Working together in
groups, sharing ideas.


